
Avatar Based Virtual Meetings and Event Startup Meet i2i Promises a More Human Way To 
Connect Online 

 
Meet i2i Offers the Best Human Connection Online. 

 
 
OAKLAND, CA, October 6, 2020 - Meet i2i a virtual meetings and events platform, today 
launched the best way to connect, meet, and collaborate online. At the heart of the Meet i2i 
platform is our proprietary “See Eye-to-Eye” feature which through patent pending technology 
allows users to re-create a genuine human connection online, through direct eye contact and 
spatial video connection. 
 
The Meet i2i platform is an immersive experience that can be utilized in e-Learning, remote 
offices, ecommerce and entertainment. In fact, there is nothing one can do in the real world, 
that can’t be done inside the Meet i2i platform, except physically touch someone! Meet i2i 
allows users the ability to interact in a customizable 2D avatar based virtual environment, said 
Carol Ochoa, Executive Assistant to President & CEO Peter Imburg, Elfster. “We had a team 
meeting in i2i recently and it was amazing!" 
 
The Meet i2i platform allows users to interact, build, and grow with their communities from 
anywhere in the world with just a click of a button. Our See Eye-2-Eye and Spatial Distancing 
features allows users inside of the platform to interact in a group of up to 10,000 or if need be 
"walk off" and interact one-on-one without having to leave the platform, Ochoa continued, 
“We especially liked the breakout sessions, you just walk your avatar away with another 
member of your team and you have privacy and are unable to hear any of the other breakouts 
happening. We have just started getting to know what the site has to offer, but so far have 
been very impressed with it.” 
 
Meet i2i Existing & Upcoming Features: 
 

● See Eye 2 Eye 
● Spatial Distancing 
● Video, Audio & Document Sharing 
● Screen Sharing/Presenter View 
● Chat Box 
● Analytics 
● Customizable Avatars 
● Customizable Environments 
● Live Screen Capture 
● Voice, Video and Chat Communications  
● Video Broadcasting throughout entire Platform 
● E-commerce integrations 
● Directly accessible from your browser (Desk Top, Laptop or Mobile Device) 

 



About Meet i2i: 
 
Meet i2i is a 2d avatar based virtual meeting and events platform. Meet i2i was founded in 
2020 by Tyler Welch. Tyler, a former aerospace engineer, was unsatisfied with how “unnatural” 
it felt to connect with family, friends, and his work team with the online options that Covid-19 
forced him to use. From this frustration the Meet i2i idea was born, Tyler wanted to create a 
place where anyone could come and connect in a more human way. The Meet i2i promise is 
simple, “We want to offer the best human connection online”. The only rule inside the Meeti2i 
platform is to be kind and treat all with humanity. 
 
Meet i2i offers a more immersive virtual experience where users can connect with anyone 
around the world online in a far more intimate, secure, and humanly connected way than ever 
before. Find more about Meet i2i at www.meeti2i.com 
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Related Links: 
 
https://www.meeti2i.com 
https://www.tylersmysterytours.com 
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